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This is a study of the nature or the mother-child 
relationship associated With psychosomotic illness . The 
specific illness chosen for study was bronchial asthma . 
Bronchial asthma as a medical heolth problem is 
widespread . Cooke1 est~ated its incidence at 1~ of the 
general population, or, at this point in time, some 1 . 6 
million eases . Another esti mate, in 1947, stated that 
"moro than five million people in this country have 
eathmatic symptoms or are potenti ally asthlnatic . "2 
It has been known for many years that there is a 
relation between certain omotions and certain physical 
illness . Frenz Alexander states that "there is a distinct 
correlation between certain emotional constellations and 
certain vegetative innervations . "3 Specific emotional 
conflicts underlie specific psychosomatic illnesses . 
Alexander ' s position is that such specific emotional 
lR . A. Cooke, et al . , Allergy in theory ~ 
practice . New York: ~Be Saunders, Jg47. 
2H . A. Abramson, Poychodfnamies and the allergic 
patient . Saint Paul: Bruce, 19 B, p . v!I7---
3p, Alexander, Poycbooomatie medioino . New York: 
Norton & Co., 1950, p . 75. 
l 
2 
conflicts develop from specific kinds of mothor -child 
relationships . Applied to bronchial asthma , this theory 
states that there exists, in children with asthma , a char-
acteristic relationship With the mother . 
The spocific conflict in children With asthma is 
sa1Q to concern tear ot losing the mother's love and pro-
tection . The consequent relationship with the mother 
involves a struggle around dependency . Studies subsecuent 
to Alexander's hove indicated that mothers of ost~~atic 
children ore over-contro l ling of t heir children , and over -
ambi tious for them . Their children are said to be over-
dependent on their mothers , part icularly in the areo of 
achievement . 
This study was intended as a partial test of the 
proposition that there is a spocific kind o~ relationship 
between asthmatic children and their mothers . A central 
postulate was that the mothers of asthmatic children are 
over-controlling of their children and over-ambitious for 
them, and that their children are overl y dependent and 
conforming, particularly in the area of achievement . 
There were tYlo hypot heses : (1) asthmatic child-mother 
pairs behave ~ore l i ke one another with respect to 
goal setti ng toon do nonastnmatlc child-mother pairs; 
(2) asthmatic children's lev~ls of soal aetting rise 
when the mother is present and participating in the 
activi ty . 
CBAP'l' Fl! II 
RBVIE'I. OF TH.a LI'l'ERA'l'URR 
~odical Background and Definition of Asthma 
The asthma syndrome has a long history in medical 
literature, dat1DA back to the time of Hippocrates . In a 
current medical text , bronch i a l asthma 1o defined as "a 
disease state characterized by paroxysmol attacks of 
wheez1na dyspnea . ,l More specifically, the same text states : 
In bronchial esthma , the chi ef allor~ie 1 ahock o~an' 
1a the mucosa of the bronchioles . The symptoms and 
sign• of asthma can be expl ained by spasm and edema 
of the bronchioles together with Jtucous plu.c~s in the 
bronchial tree . Autopsi es on asthmatic patients gen-
erally show hyperdistension of the lungs , and the 
bronchial tree tilled W1 th tenaceous mucus . lliCI'o-
scopically , there !s edema and eoainoohilic infiltra-
tion of the bronchiolar ~ucosa With hypertrophy ot 
the smooth muscle and bronchial glands in that area . 
The basement membrane is mar~edly thickened . '!'he 
alveoli often are distended . 
There is some disagreement among medical authoriti es 
on the best formulation of the etiolo~y of asthma . Rappaport 
and Hecht , 3 writing in 1941, d.i ot1nguished two kinds of 
lJ , Sheldon, R. Lovoll , and K. MatheV~s, A manual of 
clinical all~. Ph1ladelph1s : W. B. Saundors7 1953, p-.-54. 
2IOid. , p . 54 . 
3a. Rappaport and R. Hecht , A discussion ot ssthma 
trom the point ot view of tbe aller~iot, in T. French and 
F . Alexander, Psychogenic faotoro in bronchial asthme . 
Part I . Psychoso~ . Ued. ~onogr . , 1941, ! · 
bronchial asthma , extrinsic and intrinsic, ascribing a dif· 
ferent etiology to each. In extrinsic asthme it was felt 
that the wheezing syndrome was due clearly to atopens to which 
the sufferer was allergi c . In effect the patient developed 
sensitivity to pollens , an~al danders, dust, or some other 
allergen . Asthmatic symptoms developed as the allergic 
reaction . In intrinsic astb:ca, the authors state, "the 
4 
etiological taetors are more obscure . " SUch eases do not 
show positive reactions to skin tests with the usual atopens. 
Cooke5 uses the terms "non-1nfeetive" and "1nf'eet1ve11 
asthma to refer to categories similar to those of Rappaport 
and Hocht, and is definite in his statement of the causes of 
both types. In both cases , he states, the central cnuso is 
allergic, but the types of allergy and allergic mechanism 
differ . In the non-infective type, inhalants , foods, drugs, 
and therapeutic serums are the allergens acting through a 
skin sensitizing anti -body. Tbe infective or intrinsic type 
he finds to be a product of bacterial allergy. 6 Glaser su.s-
geats t bat allergic etiology be included in the definition 
of the to~ bronchial asthma . In these terms, ho discusses 
onl1 What Cooke would define as non-infective asthm8 . 
4~. , P· 4 . 
5cooke, op. eit . 
6J . Glaser , Allergz in childhood. Springfield : 
Thomas, 1956. 
5 
Turt7 includes cardiae and thymic asthma in his 
definition of bronchial asthma, and states thot this popu-
lation can be divided into (1) allergic, and (2) non- allergic 
types . He , with the authon mentioned above, feels that the 
majority of asthma eases fell in the first category, wnere 
"the asth:na is due to a specific allergic reaction and 
the attack is apparently provoked by sensitivi ty to an 
allergic excitant . "8 
The theme of agreomont among thene several authorities 
is that in the great majority of cases that are diagnosed as 
bronchial asthma , the direct cause of the wheezing and dyspnea 
syndrono is on allergic reaetion, due to seasonal or non· 
seasonal allergens , or to infection. This, then, was the 
basis of diagnosi s for the bronchial asthmatic patients used 
in this study. 
Cooke and Tuft cite, in addition , a variety of aggra-
vating and predisposing factors in bronchial astr~a . Cooke 
oi tes "worry, excitement, psychic trauma, and psychasthenia , 
vascular instability , autonomic imbalance, endocrine dyseras1a 1 
exertion, fatigue, exposure to cold, dampness and irritating 
fumes and gases . " 9 He reels that they are not of bao1e 
importance, although any or all may prediapose to sensi-
tization or infection, and as such could be non - 3peeif1c 
7L. Tuft, Clinical allergy. Philadelphia : Lea and 
Feb1ger, 1949 . 
Sibid. , p . 299. 
Gcooke , oo . cit ., p . 133. 
- - -
6 
causes of asthma . Tuft has essentially the aame attitude 
toward endocrine disturbances such as cuberty or ~enopause . 
bio-chemical alterations . especially in mineral metabolism, 
and nervoua and psychic !actors , includin~ the oresence of 
10 
psychoneurosis . 
Both authors a~ue ~ainst an explanation of asthma 
on a purely psycholcgiool basis, but agreo that "although 
nervous or psychic factors may precipitate allergic reactions, 
they usually do so only in individuals who are basically and 
ll primarily allergic . " 
Psychosomatic ~heory 
In general medical texts , there io little discussion 
of the nature of' "nervous or psychic foetor~" in the devolop· 
ment or asthma . However, considerable psychiatric and psycho-
logical literature has been published on this subject . 
Knowl~e of the effect of srotions on the developoent 
of asthma attacks is as old as the knowledge of the syndrome 
itself. Por example , Sir John Floyer, •~it1ng in 1726, notes : 
The passion of anger ~akea the spirits restless and 
apt to produce the tit (of asthma); and the asthmatics 
observe in themselves greet restlessness of spirits 
the day preceding the f1t ; Hippocrates ' Aphor1s~ 
advises all asthmatics to abstain from anger and 
shouting . 
lO~uft , 22· cit . 
ll ill!!·• P • 65 . 
Fear, solicitude and ~u~h study, disec~rorts the 
spirits and produce! a restlessness in them which 
may occasion a t'1 t . 2 
7 
~odern thaoretic•l positions have gone somewhat 
further in their e~a~ination of emotional fActors . One 
facet of this examination has been the recognition of the 
i mportance of the mother-child relationship in the develop-
ment of psychooomatic illness . Gerardl3 has indicated that 
the mother's pe~sonality , behavior and attitudes toward her 
child, especially in the early formative years , are the 
particularly important influences in the formati on of the 
i nfant's personality. Grinker14 agrees that the central 
core of the problem of psychosomatic illness lies in this 
early infantile period . It is in the context of the ntother-
child relationship during this early crucial period that 
healthy, sick, or potentially sick organisms are formed . 
A f'undamentel postulate in current theo1•etical 
systems is that ~any illnesses , not just asthma , result 
from the physiologic•l effects of , or responses to certain 
l2sir John Uoyer, quoted in Abra1nson, .211· cit . , 
p . 8 . 
1.'\:argaret Gerard, Emotional disorders of childhood, 
in F. Alexander and Helen Rosa (ads . }, Dynamic E•ychi,try. 
Ch1c&80 ' Univ . Chi . Pross , 1952. 
14R. Grinkor, Some eurrent trends and hypotheses 
reoearch , in F . Deutsch (ed . }, The .2!Y~­
~~ !2 psychoanalysis . New York : I nt . UD:rv . 
8 
chronic, characteristic emotional tensions in the person 
who is affected. A second postulate is that the child's 
early relationship With his mother is crucial in the 
development of such tensions . The point at which theories 
diverge is the reatter of degree of specificity that can be 
attributed to these tensions -- to what extent specific 
conflicts are associated With specific illnesses. 
Ludwig15 asserts that all or nearly all psyehoeomatic 
patients present a coorr.on personality picture regardless of 
the type of illness. He describes this personality picture 
in port es "n:arked impairment of ego function, manifested by 
e~treme dependence , insecurity, feelings of inadequacy, dif-
ficulty in the usual methods of coping Trith other people, and 
severe blocking of the external expresaion of emotion, with 
16 internalization of reeling and autonomic over-activity. " 
Although loss of love or rejection are felt to be frequent 
precipitating csusos or the outbreak of the illness, any 
disturbing emotional experience could o1r.>1larly result in 
physical symptoms . The nature of the symptoms , the organ 
Ol' organ system effected, would be determined by conatitu-
t1onal weakness in a given organ, by inherited tendencies 
toward particular diaea!es , or by essentiallJ accidental 
foctors . 
1511 . 0 . Lud>Tie;, !L'>leUl!latic diseases . Philadelphia : 
W. B. Saunders, 1952 . 
16Ib1<1. , p . 113. 
Oeutscn17 too feels thet there are no specific 
e~otionnl tensions or con!li~ts predisposing to a given 
disease . He suggests that there ere rr.any possible vBl'i-
ables affectine; organ choice . Organ disfunction llith 
instinctual conflicts, the consistency o~ using a given 
org1;n a a the preverbal expression of an 1nstit1ctuel e en .. 
9 
fliot and its aasociated meMories, the early sY=bolizstion 
and personification of important figures in the organ , the 
degree of (perhsps constitutional) ego woakness , the inability 
to use othet· solutions, tho degree of the resulting ego defoct 
and organic defect aro only some of the variables that can 
interact in myried ways to result in a given disease . 
Although Deutsch demonstrates that one can trace 
the courae of an illness anamnestically, he does not find 
that one inevitably comes to an emotional conflict vmich 
is specific to each 1 Uness . Similarly, although both 
Deutuch and Ludwig Tlould agree on the impol'tonee of the 
mother's influence in the develop~ent of psychosomatic 
1llnosn, they would not agree with the position that e~ch 
illness appears in the context of ito own characteristic 
mother-child relationship. 
Pranz Aloxender18 states that there is e specific 
emotional conflict that prod1sposos to specific roychos~atie 
17p, Deutsch, Summary, ~· £!!· 
18p . Alexander , Psychoson:ati£ rr.~~· New York: 
t:orton and Co . , 1950. 
10 
illnesses . It is this theoretical position t~ot the present 
study examined. 
Alexander writes that psychosomatic illnesses, or 
"psychogenic organic disorders," as he names them, develop 
in two phases . Tho first phase, a functional disturbance 
ot a vegetative organ, is caused by a chronic emotional dia-
turbance . This ~•Y gradually lead to tissue changes (the 
second phase) and to irreversible organic dioease . He goes 
on to state that those psychogenic disorders fall into two 
general groups, depending on Tlhethor the chronic emotion&l 
disturbance has centered around the wish to express anger, 
to be active and aggressive ,, or bas centered around the 
wish to be dependent . 
In the first group, symptoms develop in those organs 
that are activated by the sympathetic nervous system, the 
system thao alerts the body for fight or flight . In effect, 
the heart, blood vessels , etc . , remain in a chronic state 
of readiness . The strains inherent in this readiness can 
lead to disorders such as migraine , hypertension, and 
arthritis . A specific kind of poychic conflict is, in 
each case, one ot the factors leadir~ to the development 
of a specific disorder. 
In the second group~ wbere the conflict 1s centered 
on a wish to be dependent, symptoms develop in those orgens 
that are activated by the parasyzpathetic system -- organs 
having to do with the intake and processing ot tood and 
oxygen . These organs are kept inappropriately in action, 
11 
leading to organic changes the end result of which ~ay be 
such disorders as peptic ulcer , colitis, and bronchial 
asthma . Here, too, a npeci!'ic kind of psychic conf'lict is 
one of the f'actors predisposing to a specific disorder . 
Of ast~a , Alexender says: 
~ne psychological component in bronchi al asthma 
represents a rotreo.t fi'Qm action into a dependent, 
help-seek i ng att1tude . l9 
Likewise the nuclear conflict in asthma cases 1s 
woll-c1rcumscr1bed and 61at1nct: fear or aopora-
tion from the mother or her substitute. 20 
Alexander points out that the central factor is a 
conflict ove~ exceaaive unresolved dependence on the mother . 
This conrlict is elaborated in o specific way . ~e con-
flicting wiohea are : (1) the vlish to re:noin dependent , and 
(2) the wish to avoid cryins out ror the mother . The wish 
to remain dependent is not only the wish to be ted , but the 
wish to be protected and encompassed by the mother or mother 
substitute. Anything threotening to separate the patient 
from the mother is opt to precipitate an asthmatic attack . 
In his original formulation , Alexander wrote : 
The asthma attacks , like a hysterical conversion 
symptom, express both opposing tendencies: the 
protest against separation and the protest against 
wanting to reestablish s dependent r elationship to 
the mother by ct•ying . This conflict seems to be 
the deepest and most primitive substrat~ of the 
asthma at tack . 
l9Ibid . , p . 63 . 
20Ib1d ., p. 74 . 
12 
According to this assumption , this symptom would 
develop in children who have a hereditary defi-
ciency in adaptability and at the same time were 
exposed to the influence of rejecting mothers , or 
to mothers, who for uoma reason or other pre~aturely 
require independence ot their children . Probably 
they were also exposed to pre~ature sexusl tempta -
tiona, which they experienced ss a threat to their 
dependent attachment to their mother . This sexual 
impulse is en internal sopsrating force , and 
parallels the maternal reje~lion, which is an 
external separating tactor . 
He fur ther suggosted several possible ways in which 
allergy might then interact wi th this characteristic emotional 
pattern: (l) accidental exposure to allergens might occur at 
the height of the dependence- independence struggle; (2) the 
threshold for all ergic sensitiveness might be lowered bJ the 
presence of an emotional problem which calls forth the same 
organic reaction -- contraction of the bronchioles; (3) here-
ditary defective adaptability ~1ght be the basis of both the 
severity ot the emotional conflict and the allergic sensi-
t1veness . 
Alexander thus sees the specific emotional conflict 
in asthma in the context of a characteristic relationship 
between the mother and the asthmatic child . Tne mother rejects 
her child, asking that he achieve independence at an early age, 
and not depend on her . The child longs for dependence an~ pro-
tection, tears fUrther rejection, hence suppresses the open 
2~ . French, 
in bronchial asthma . 
g, (l) , p . 75 . 
F . Alexander, et al . , Ps10hogenic factors 
Part II, Pszcno~om. Yed. Konograpns, 1941, 
13 
dependency of crying, and the forbidde~ sexual i~pulses 
which also threaten separation. Alexander suggests severa l 
ways in Vlhich allergy might then enter the picture, with the 
final resultant of the bronchial asthma syndrome. 
Evidence Concerning a Characteristic 
Kother-Cb!!d;Re1ationan!p 
There have been several studies having reference to 
the question of whether a characteristic relationship exists 
between a mother and her asthmatic child . Rogerson, Hardcastle 
22 
and Duguid, interviewel a group of children with asthma, 
eczema, and prurigo and found no distinguishable differences 
in the psychological components of the three disorders . They 
found the children to be irritable and aggressive while at 
the same time over -&nxious and insecure . The mothers , quite 
frequently , were both rejecting and over-protective of their 
children. The authors telt that the children needed both to 
do~nate end ~o demand protection from their mothers , needs 
that the mothers apparently could not sufficiently fulfill . 
In a psychoanalytic study of 27 asthmati c adults and 
children at the Chicago Psychoanalytic Institute , French23 
found a similar characteristic relationship, and reported 
it somewhat more fully . He agreed with Alexander's formu-
lation, above, and added: 
2~ . H. Rogerson, D. H. Hordoootle and K. Duguid. 
A psychological approach to the problem of asthma, Guy's 
Hosp . Report , 1935, 85. 
23p,.ench end Alexand.er, 211 · cit . 
Especially frequent are childhood situations in 
wbiob tho patient was moro or less rejected by 
tho mother or by both the mother and rather . In 
a nuober of our cases the mother was too much pre-
occupied with her own ambitions or her own neurotic 
emotional problems to give adequate love to her 
child, although sho oftan over -compensated for 
this unconscious rejection by an overprotective 
attitude toward tho child .... In a few cases 
the mother's rejection took forms still more cal-
culated to aggravate the conflict that we have 
described, in that the mother would demand of 
the patient attitudes or independence an~4self­
suffieiency far in advance of his yeara . 
14 
In many eases, French stated, the child's anxiety 
about losing the mother's love had an additional sourco --
her inhibition of sexual axpreasion by her child . In boys, 
tho typical conflict was between sexual urges toward the 
mother and tears of losing her love. Characteristically, 
the mother over-protected the boy and made h1m dependent 
on ber -- but rejected and punished his atirrins sexual 
i nterest in her . He was required to renounce his own 
impulaes to remain under her protection. 
In girls, frequent11 it was the beginning ot 
forbidden sexual interest in the father that threatened 
separation from the mother . Hera too, the mother required 
that sexuality not be oho...,,, but bound the girl to follofl 
her (the mother's) wishes . 
~ohr , Gerard and Ross, 25 dealing specifiC$llj with 
their observations of the eight children in the same atudy, 
24!2!!! · , P · 60 . 
25zbid. , p . 87 . 
15 
reported that the ~others or the children, with remarkable 
uniformity , were highly narcissistic, ambitious for them-
selves and their children , ware not nurturant, but presented 
anbivalent and rejecting attitudes toward their children. 
Of the central conflict and its aggravation , they 
wrote: 
It is not so clear • .. that the threat to the 
security of retoining the mother's love is necea-
sarily a soxual temptation. . . . It would appear 
that any sort or threat to the relationship with 
the mother, whether a sexual te~ptation or not, is 
a major consideration for these children and is 
conducive to the precipitation of asthma attacks . 
~aternal reJection, found ao eou~onl7 in mothers 
ot aothmatic children , aeoma to be one of the 
important threat~ to tho feeling of security in 
these ch1ldren. 2 
~.~.~ 
Miller and Baruch, who s t udied a large 
number of allergic children, stressed the problem thot 
asthmatic children had with the handling of hostility 
toward the mother , but still found tbe theme of the over-
protective, ambitious, and oapecially rejecting ~other . 
26Ib1d. 
27H. Miller and o. Boruc~, Psychosomatic studies 
of children witb allergic manifestations, Psycho•om. ~. , 
1948, 10 . 
28a . Killer and D. Baruch, Poychoso~atic symptoms 
resulting from the ~pact or war : Observations in civilian 
medical practice , ~· l · Dia. Child . , 1949, 77 . 
2~n . Miller and ~ . Baruch, ~eternal rojection aspects 
in tho treatment of bronchial asthDa ~ in H. A. Abramson, 
psychiatric troatment of bronchial asthma . 
It!more:- Wi lli ams 4nd Wilkins , ~5 . 
16 
30 Treuting and Ripley found many of their 51 asthmatic adults 
admitted feeling closer to the ~other than t o any other ~ember 
of the family, but that the relationship was not a warm one. 
The typical asthmatic patient felt angry toward the mother 
who kept him tied to hor without sufficient affection and 
protection in return . 
Jessner , at a1 . , 31 emphasized the fear of being 
srnotherod, yet need for protection and shelter on the part 
of the child, and a great need to keep the chi l d dependent , 
yet to deny this, on the pa~t of the mother . A frequent 
defense the mothers used against their own "smothering" wishes 
was to push thei r children toward premature independence and 
achievement . Jesaner also found that the mother 's e~ot1onal 
conflicts had value in explai~ing her characteristic relation-
ship with her child . Otten the ~other regarded t he child aa 
a phallic extension of herself, and tried to repeat a past 
symbiotic relationship with her own mother . The child's 
achievements were for the mother ' s narcissistic aat1atact1on , 
32 
as tho mother's had been for her ~other . Coolidge also 
stressed the mother's dosire for i ndivisible unity with her 
30Jo. Treuting and H .. S. Ripley, L1fe situations : 
emotions and bronchial asthma, ~- !!!!· ~-~ - ~ 1948 , 108. 
3ltue1e Jeoaner , et al., ~ot1onal impact of nearness 
and separation for the ostnmi!ic child and his ~other . Psycho-
anal . ~· Child, 1955 , l0 -
32J. Cooli dge, Asthma in mother and child as a special 
type of interco~nication, Am . ~ · Orthopszchiat . , 1956, ~· 
17 
asthmatic child . Often there was little struggle, but rather 
a considerable neurotic sati sfaction with the symbiotic rela -
tionship on the part of both mother and child . 
Thore io very little in the literature that would 
question the presence of this close, over- protecting rela-
tionship botweon the asthmatic child and his mother . ~bat 
has boon questioned is whether th1o kind of a relationship 
is specific to asthma . This issue has been the cause of 
considerable eontrover9y in the last 20 years . Por example, 
Sperling, 33 discussing Coolidge ' s article, mado the explicit 
point that the relationship discussed was not opeeifie to 
asthma, but was characteristic of a wide variety of psycho-
somatic disorders . 
However, the literature delineated a relationship 
betwoon the asthmatic child and his mother which was dis -
tinguishable from relationships betwoon other kinds ot 
children and their mothers . The next chapter describes 
the construction of o theory froc this literature, and the 
derivation of testable hypothesos trom this theory . 
~· 
33welitta Sperling, Discussion of J . Coolidge, 
J . Orthopsrchiat . , 1956, 26. 
C!UPTER III 
D.I!Vln.OPKiniT 01' 'l'l!l! HYPOTiil!SES 
From the literature reviewed in the previous chapter, 
it ·•as pose1l>le to construct the following formulation ot the 
nature of tho mother-child relationship in aot~a . Tbe mother 
i s sold to be unconsciously rejecting of hor child, while 
'being consciously overprotective and controlling . She is 
over -aml>lt1ous for him, wants him very early to 'become an 
achieving little adult , to gratify her own, usually narcis -
sistic, needs . Tbe child has his normal need tor nurturonce 
greatly increased by the mother's frustrating controls , He 
'becomes angry, 'but is unable to express this anger for tear 
of losing the grat1fica~ions he has . The mother , at one and 
tho same t1me , keeps him dependent, and pushes him to accom -
plish excessively, He wonts to grow and to l>o independent, 
but needs the mother ' s prot ection, because she has never 
given enough to satisfy his early dependent needs . 
The child partially resolves this conflict 'by 
developing a hostile-dependent relationship with the mother 
and eontorming , as well as he can , to her conscious W1$hes . 
This fulfills one object of the conflict -- it gains a kind 
of independence , and it keeps a ~nimum of mother's protection . 
An attack of asthma occurs when this defensive structure 
lS 
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threatens to broak down . Tbe asthmatic attack ropresents a 
suppressed attempt at fulfilling the other object of the 
conflict , symbiosis with the mothe~ by c rying out for her . 
It was possible to derive testable hypotheses from 
this theory . ~e begin by noting that, since the child tries 
to conform to the mother•s wishes , he allows her to exert 
influence on a specific set of ego tunctiona . He allows 
the mother to interpret reality for him, to shape his 
behavior to a greater extent tl~n would be so in a normal 
mother -child relationship. 
Furthermore, the theory implied that a crucial part 
ot reality, for the mother , is that of the child's ability 
to achieve . We saw that she perceives this in a spoeific 
way . She is over-ambitious for the child, so she perceives 
his ability to achieve as higher thon it actually is . She 
communicate• this judgment of reality to the child; he 
ettempts to conform by setting his goals correspondingly high . 
This was a testable consequence or the theory . One 
other premise was necessary before formulating hypotheses 
which could be tested experimentally. That premise was that 
a child's reletionship to reality is still developing during 
latency . As support for thia premise there was data both 
from psychoanalytic investigetions and from descriptive 
atudies such as that of Gesell . 1 Both sources indicate 
lA . L. Gesell, The child !£2! !!!! ~ ~· 
New York : Harper, 1950:--
that latency is a period ot increased and developing 
attention to reality . 
Hzpothesos . --At this point , it was possible to 
formulate two hypotheses . The first followed from the 
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fact that thoro existed sufficient consistent evidence 
regarding the asthmatic child-mother relationship to 
justify a theory about its nature and a theory of one ot 
i ts specific aspects, the child's goal setting . The second 
hypothesis concerned itself wi th the conte3t of these 
theori es . 
Hypothesis 1: Asthmatic child-mother pairs 
behave more like one another with respect to goal 
setting than do nonasthmati c child- mother pairs . 
Hv~thesis 2: Asthmatic children's 
of goa setting- rise when the mother is 
and participating in the activity . 
levels 
pro sent 
Prodictions .--Three predictions were formulated 
by which to test these hypotheses . 
Prediction 1 : The preaenco and participation 
of the asthmatic chi ldren ' s mothers in tho goal 
setting will have effects on the level of aspira -
tion more simi lar to one another than the effects 
of tho mothers of nonasthmatic children . 
Prodiction 2: Asthmatic children •• levels ot 
aopireEion w1ll~e higher when thoir mother• are 
present end participati ng in the seal setting than 
when the children perform tho teak alone . 
Prediction 3 : The difference in level ot 
aapiret!on of the asthmatic childron from the alone 
situation to the situat1on where their mother s ere 
present and participating in tho goel setting wi ll 
be sroater in a positive direction then the corres-
ponding difference for tho nonaathmatic children . 
CiiAPTKR IV 
ll~HODOLOOY 
The general hypotheses of this study concerned the 
effect of the ~other on the goal setting behavior of the 
asthmatic child. The follo~ing presents an experiment 
designed to investigate thoae hypotheses . 
General Conaiderations.--There was a technique 
available that was peculiarly adapted to the study of goal 
aetting behavior: the level of aspiration technique . This 
technique is a tost of goal setting behavior in which a 
person is given a task to perform, usually consisting of a 
aeries of trials, with a range of possible scores for each 
trial . After be performs each trial , he io asked what he 
expects to get on the next trial, and so on, through a given 
serieD . The ~easure which is most often used as the index 
of goal setting behavior is the discrepancy between each 
performance and the succeeding estimate of performance on 
the next trial . Thio technique originated with Hoppe1 and 
1r• . Hoppe, Brfolg und llioaerfolg . (Untersuchungen 
zur Handlungs· und Attectpayehologie: IX Bd. by Kurt Lewin . ) 
Psyehol . Foraeh. , 1930, 14 . Cited by K. Lowin, ot al . , 
Level of aopiration, in~ ~ev . Hunt (od . ), Peroona!Itr and 
!h! behavior disorders, vol . I . New York: Ronald, 1944~ 
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Dembo2 in 1930 and 1931, and has been extensively investi-
gated end used since then, both with adults and with children, 
includi ng asthmatic children . 
In 1951, Little and Cohen3 administered a dart- board 
aspi ration task to asthmatic children froo age 4 to 12, with 
the children ' s ocothers present and independently estimating 
the child 's performance in each trial . Their procedure •as 
to ask the mother to write her guess as to the child's next 
performance on a score sheet , prior to the child's spoken 
guess . Then the child performed on the trial . He was then 
told h i s score , and Ylhethor he succeeded or failed . Inter-
action between mother and child was not controlled or dealt 
with systematically . The mothers could and did make oo~ents 
to the children about their performance . ~ith this procedure, 
the authors found that both tho mothers and their children 
had significantly higher levels of aspiration than did o 
control group composed or nonasthmatic patients, their 
siblings and their mothers . 
It was the reaoooing of the present study t hat the 
preaonce of the mothers was the crucial variable in the 
production of high levels of aspiration in tho asthmatic 
2! . Dombo, Der Argor els dynamischoa Problem. (Untersuchungen zur Handlunss - und Artectpsycholog1e : 
X Ed . by Kurt Lewin . ) Psyohol . Forsch. , 1931, 15 . Cited 
by K. Lewin, in Hunt, 22· cit . 
3sue Little and L. Cohen, Goal setting bohav1or or 
asthmatic children and ot their mothors for thom, J . Pers . , 
1951, 19 . - ----
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children. By this reasoning, one would not expect latency 
age asthmatic children to have signiricantly higher levels 
of aspiration when their mothers were absent than when they 
were present . The present methodology allowed examination 
of this point . 
I n a subsequent publication, Cohen4 reported a 
replication of the 1951 Little and Cohen experiment . In 
the replication he found no differences between asthmatic 
and nonasthmatic groups with respect to level of aspiration . 
It was the reasoning of the present study that the lack of 
systematic control over the type and purpose of interaction 
between mother and child led to inconsistent results between 
the replication and the original study . By this reasoning, 
if a particular kind of interaction with an explicit purpose 
is specified for the mother and child, the results would be 
consistent and predictable. The present methodology ellowed 
examinotion of thia point . The details of this methodology 
are presented below. 
Apparatus . --Tho instrument used to measure level of 
aspiration was the Rotter Aspiration Board . 5 This apparatus 
consists of a 38" x 2" x 4" board wah • groove l l/16" .. ide 
l/2" deep running lengthwise in the center of tho top 4" 
4t. Cohen, A note on the repetition ot experiments, 
Psychiat . Res . Rep . , 1956, ~ · 
5J. B. Rotter , Level ot aspiration •• a method or 
studying personality: II Devolopcent and evaluation of a 
controlled method, l · Kxp . Paychol., 1942, 2!· 
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width, a steel ball 1 11 in diameter, e.nd a 14 11 x 1/211 dowel 
which serves as a cue atick . The complete specifications 
are given in Appendix I . The procedure is to roll the steel 
ball along this groove, ai=ing at a series of holes bored 
at 3/4" intervals at the othoer end . These holes ere numbered 
from l through 10 to 1 in such fashion that the center hole 
is highest in value (10) and the holes decline in value as 
they get more distant from the center hole . The task set 
for the subject is to try and get the highest score possible 
in whatever series of trials 1s given . 
In evaluating this instrument's adequacy as a con-
trolled, reliable and valid method of measuring level of 
6 aspiration, Rotter pointed ~ut that the perror:ance scores 
showed little improvement after a short initiol practice 
period, and that the instrum~nt allowed for a large number 
of trials end provided adequate quantitative results in a 
relatively short period of time. In addition, it seemed 
on interesting and novel task both for children and adults, 
and a taak for Ylhich they had no pre- formed attitudeo and 
standards . 
Sub~ects . --The majority of the subjects were drawn 
from the population of clients or the Pediatric out-patient 
department of The Boston City Hospito' . The ~oston City 
Hospital 1a a large general medicsl an~ ourgicol hospital 
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s i tuated in the South 3nd of Boston. The patients which 
it serves are almost exclusi vel y of lower to lower-middle 
socio- economic status . About one- third of this population 
is negro . 
Tho hospital's Pediatric out-patient department 
rec eives a wide variety of ~edical problems and either 
t reats or refers to other departments of tho hospital . 
One such department 1s the Allergy out-patient department , 
to which children with allergi c disorders such as rhinitis , 
pollinosia and ast~~a are referred. 
Another source of subjects was the Allergy out-
patient department of The Boston Dispensary. This hospital 
is s i tuated about a mi le from The Boston City Hospital and 
serves a similar population . 
From these sources, an experimental and a cont~ol 
group were dravm . The experimental group consisted of 20 
7 
ostruxatic children between the ageo of 5 and 10, and the 
mothers of these children . These subject• wore unselootod 
consecutive admisoions to the allergy clinic• of The Boston 
Ci ty Hosp1t•l (15 mother-child poirs) or :he Eoston Diapensory 
(5 mother-child pairs) . All subjects who wore asked to 
part1eipato in the study cooperated. 
The control group cocsistod of 20 children ~o woro 
belng treated at the Genoral Pediatric out-patient clinic 
7~ne established diagnoses of tho asthmatic children 
ara given in Appendix II . 
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of The Boston City Hospital for s variety of cocplaints, 
and tho mothers of these children. Kone cf the children 
bad osthma at tho ti~e of the study, nor di d they have o 
history of aat~e . These subjects wero unselected conse-
cutive admissions olso . All subjects Tho were asked to 
participate in the study cooperated . 
We gathered informat~on on several voriobles that 
we felt might have an influeuce on level of aspiration 
behavior . These were age , intelligence, and socio- economic 
ststus . The index of soci o-economic stotus used wee the 
mother's and father's educst1on, sa reported by the mothers . 
The Vocabulory and Block Design subtests of the Wechsler 
Intolligence Scale for Children were used as on est1mato 
of intolligenco. Both subtests correlate bi~l> '1th fUll-
seele scores . 
There were no significant differences between the 
experic:ental ond control groups 111th reopoot to ago , intel-
ligence, or stated education or either parent . The averages 
and standard deviations of the groupo on eech of the variables 
aro given in Table I . Complete tabled inforvotion on these 
voriacles ia given in Appendix II . 
Procedure . --Each child was soon alone by the experi-
menter, who adm1n1stored the intelligence measure and a 
SThe diagnoses of tho complaints for ~nicb the 
children were being seen aro givon in Appendix II . 
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series of five practice triels and eleven e~erimentsl 
trials with the Rotter Aspiration Board. In instructing 
the child on the task , the following four points were ~ode : 
1 . This is a test of your ability and judgment . 
2 . The idea is always to aim for the 10; to get 
as hi gh a score es possible . 
3 . Before you start eae h time , though, I ~ant you 
to tell 019 wr.at score you expect to get . 
4 . Then you should try to get as high a score as 
possible; that is, a1m at the ten, because that 
way you hsve the best chance of hitting what you 
guess , or better . 
tach child was also administered a series of five 
practice and eleven exper1~ental trials ~ith the mother 
prosont and participoting in the goal setting . The su.e 
inetructions were given in this situation, with the addi -
tional statement that we wer-e also interested in how her 
child wol'ked with another person on this task . The mother 
was told thot for the next 15 trials we would like her 
and her child to ogres on a suass as to what the child 
was going to get on each shot . 
TABU. I 
AVIIIJUG;.:;$ AND STAllDAf!D DAVIATIONS OF EXP£~IJ.:Z.VIAL 
AND CO!iTkOL GROUPS ON' AG6, IliTELLIGi!I\Ci! OF 
CF.ILDR>.'N , AI;Jl RiPORTJOJ> PAR;£NTAL WUCATIO!i 
Xxper1mento l 
Ave . S . D. 
Age (in years) 7 . 74 
Intell1eence 








Ave . S.D. 
7 .73 1.50 
92. 7 15. 5 
10. ? 1. 7 
In order to control ~or t he possibility of ehonges 
i n performance or level or aspiration es a function of 
habi tuation With the task , there were four orders of pre-
sentation . Five subjects in each group were tested in 
each or the four ordors ; 
1. Intelligence measure - Alone - Together 
2 . Alone - I ntelligence measure - Together 
3 . Together - A:one - Intelligence measure 
4 . Together - Intelligence measure - Alone 
For each child under each condition ("Alone" and 
*'Together" ), there were 10 d 1scropa.ncy scores -- the d1f-
.fel'enc ea between each perf ormance on a given trial and. the 
estimate of what the next performance would be . The mean 
of t hese 10 discrepancy scorea was,operet 1cnally, the level 
of aspiration ~easuro . 
CHAPTER V 
1\t.:SULTS 
The general hypothesGs of the study ~ere that 
(l) asthmatic child-~other pairs behave more like one 
another with respect to goal setting then do nonasthmatic 
child-mother pairs , and , (2) astl".matic children's levels 
of gool setting rise when the mother is preaent and par-
tic i pating 1n the activi ty . The results supported these 
hypotheses . 
The first prediction was that the presence and 
participation of the asthmatic chil~ren•a mothers in the 
goal setting will have effects on the level of aspiration 
more si~ilor to one another than the effect& of the mothers 
of nonaothmatic children . In terms of operations, this 
meant the variance of the distribution of changes in level 
of aspiration from the alone situation to the situation 
with mother would be smaller for the uthmst1c group than 
for the nonssthmatic group. A test or the difference 
between these two variances yielded on P or 2 . 46, ~ith 
the nonaothmotic vorianc~ being tho greater . This value 
of F', tor 19 and 19 degrees of freodoCl 1o significant 
beyond the . o~ level of probability. The firat prediction 
woa therefore confirmed. Tne findings for this predic~ion 
are summarized 1n Table II . 
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TABI.r.II 
Tll3 VARIANCES OP '!'HJ:t CHANG-"$ IN IJ!V..SL CP 
ASPIRJ.TION PRO~ OhR SITUATION TO 
TIU< O'!'H:ilR FOR T!O! AST!iliA'l'IC GROtiP 
Asthme gp . !ioneathma 
ver1enee SP· variance p 
Chanaes from 
"Alone" to 
"With mother" 1 .0299 2 . 5375 2 . 46 
....2._ 
.os 
The second prediction was that the onthcatie group ' s 
level of aspiration would be hi gher with the mother preaent 
and participating than when she was not present . A test of 
the difference between the mean level of aspiration when 
the mother was not present and the mean level when ahe waa 
present produced & t of 4 .447. This value is significont 
beyond the .001 level of probab1lity fo>· 38 dcgroea of 
freedom . The second prediction was therefore confirmed. 
The findi ng• for ttis prediction are summerized in Teble III . 
The third prediction denlt directly with the change 
of level ot asp1r&t1on of the asthmatics fro~ the alone situ-
otion to the s1tuotion with the mother present in relation 
to the corresponding ehenge in the nonosthmat!e group. The 
prediction waa th•t tho change would be greater in a positive 
direetion tor the eethmetics than for the nonasthmat1cs . A 
teat of the difference between the mean change for the 
asthmatic group fro~ the alone to the together situati on 
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and the corresponding ~ean for the nonasthnatic group pro-
due~ a t of 2. 240. This value is significant beyond the 
. 02 level for 38 degrees of freedom . The third prediction 
was therefore confirmed . The findings for this prediction 
are su~arizee in Tsble IV. 
TABL;i; III 
'IIil! LEV~ OP ASPIRATION OF T!fE AST!ll:ATIC CHILDREJ; 
lffi3N TIU>'Y Vi~ ALON.<:, AND Wl!Eli 






Ave . S.D. 
-0 . 010 
+1.155 
4 . 447 
• DOl 
1.045 
0 . 699 
-------------------------------
1'ABU! IV 
lEVEL OP ASPIRATION CEAliGES OP ASTi!)IA'!'IC AliD 
CONTROL GROUPS FROli Tliil "ALONI!" SI'l'UATICN '!'0 
THE "IH'!'H llOTE!RR" SITUATIO~ 
Aatlllu. Control 
A1-Bl A2-B2 
Ave . S . D. Ave . S.D. t38 p 
+1 . 165 1.015 +0 . 195 1.593 2 . 240 . 02 
Thus all the predictions of the study were con-
fit~ed and the general hypotheses supported . One addi-
tional substantive finding appeared . On inspection it 
appeared that the level of aspiration of the asthmatic 
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group in the alone situstion was significantly lower than 
that of the nonastbmatic group. The mean level of aopira-
tion of the asthmatic group in the alone situation was 
-0. 010, with a S. D. of 1.04&. The ~ean level of aspiration 
of the nonasthmstic group in the alone situation was +0 . 895, 
with a S.D. of 1. 785 . A two-tai l test of the difference 
between these t wo means produced a t of 1 .901 . This volue 
has a probability of approximately .06 for 38 degrees of 
freedom . Although this does not quite reach the conventional 
significance level of .05, the finding indicates that, in the 
alone situation , the levels of aspiration of the asthmatics 
strongly tended to be lower then those of the nonasthmatics. 
At thi s point, it is pertinent to discuss that there 
were two artifacts which mi ght have !:ad so"'e influence on the 
results of the study. These artifacts were studied to deter-
mine if, in ract, they had influenced the findings . The first 
artifact was the possi ble differences between groups and 
botwecn situations in perforzanee or actua! achievement on 
the task . We discovered that the f indings were not influenced 
by differences in performance or actual achievement on the 
task . There wero no such differences . The findings with 
respect to performance on the task are su~arized in Table V. 
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None of the four means given in the tabla differed signi-
ficantly one trom another . Performance scores tor each 
individual subject are entered in Appendix I- I . 
The second artifact •as the possible differences 
between groups and between s .ituat1ons due to habituation 
~1th the teak . We rounu that there were no changes in 
performance or level of aspiration due to hobitunticn with 
the tack . The findings for performance with respect to 
first exposure vs . second exposure to the task are su.m-
a:arized in Table VI. !lone of the four means given in the 
table differed significantly one !rom another . 
The results are similar for the effect of hsbitua-
t i on on level of aspiration. These findings, tor level of 
aspiration measures with respect to first vs. second 
exposure to the task , are summarized in TAble VII . None 
of the four means given in the table differed signifieontly 
one rrom the other . 
Thus the findings of the study were not attributable 
to these two oxperi~entol artifocts . 38ch of the three 
predictions was confirmed . Both hypotheses were supported . 
TABU V 




Ave. S . D . 
5 . 95 . 86 
6 . 83 . 75 
1\·ith mother 
Ave . S.D. 
5 . 69 




PERFORJI.ANCl! SCORl! Ol" ..:1\C!! GROUP IN THE: 
F'IRST AND 8l!X:OND EXPOSURES TO THE 'i'ASK, 





Ave . S . D. 
5 .96 






Ave . S . D. 
5 . 75 
5 . 96 
.66 
. 72 
Lil:VIfi. OF ASPIRATIO!l lli l!ACI! GROUP Ill TI!K 
FIRST AND sa:oND EXPOSURES TO Tht. TASK, 












Ave. S . D. 
o. 56 





The present study uoed an experimental approach and 
methodolosy in the field of research on psychological factors 
in bronchial aathma . Tho most i mportant and perhaps the most 
numerous of the previous studies have been clinical descrip-
tions of the asthmatic personality . The original monogr aph 
by French end Alexonder1 was one such cli nical contribution . 
This served as an extremely valuable atart1ng point for 
further study of aathma. Thereafter, inveetisat1ons began 
to appear, oriented primarily around psychiatric interviews 
of varyi ng depths with asthmat ic adulto, 2 and ocoasionolly 
3 
wi th tho mothers of asthmat ic chi ldren . Someti mes the 
presence of the mother was more or less systematically 
var1ed, 4 and observations made on the effeet on the 
~- French, F. Alexander , et al . , Psychogenic foetor• 
in bronchial asthma . Part I §nd IT; Fiyehosom. Wed . Monogr ., 
1941 , 1 (4) , and 2 (l) . 
2r. Treuting and H. s . Ripl ey , Life situations: 
emotions and bronchial asthma, ~- Nerv . Mont . Dis . , 1948, l OB. 
~- Miller end D. BaTUch, Maternal rejection aopects 
in the treatment of bronchial asthma , in H. A. Abramson , 
Somatic and os!chiatric treatment ot bronchial asthma . 
Bal tlo:ore! K'I Hams and Wilkins , ~5 . 
4Luc1e Jessner, et al . , ~otiontl 1~pact ot nearnes s 
and separation for the aSthmati c child and his mother , Psycho-
anal . Stud. Child , 1955, 10. 
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asthmatic child . Occasionally, these observations were sup-
plemented by interviews with both mother and child. 5 • 6 
While theae atud1es expended and clarified the French 
and Alexondor findings , the objection that arose again and 
again was that the findings were not specific to asthma . 
The child's dependence on the mother , her rejection of the 
child , screened by overprotection, and the subsequent hostile-
dependent relationship said to be established , were felt by 
many authors to eharecterize other di seaseD in addition to 
asthma . Very rapidly, the specif1c1ty-non-speclS1city of 
this complex and brooc1ly described relationship became a 
controversial theoretical issue. Articles were written 
for and against the principle of specificity as a phenomenon 
7,8 
in itself. 
Different approaches to the phenomena wore sought, 
in an effort to resolve this theoretical dil~ . The present 
study was an attempt at a di rferent approoch, albeit not 
primarily focused on the specificity dilemma . It was 
developed i n the following way . First, the question was 
asked : were there discriminable aspects to this mother-
child relationwhip? Second, were there theoret1col 
5Ib1a . 
6s. Cool1dge,Ast~a ~n uother and child as a special 
type of 1nterco~un1cation , Am . ! · Ortr.opaychiat . , 1956, 26. 
7F . Alexander, Psyehomatie medicine . New York: 
Norton and Co. , 1950. 
~. M. Lipshutz, So~e observations upon specificity 
in ps;chosomatic ~odicin& , Amer . ! · Psychotbe!!£I, 1952, 6. 
state=ents allowing predictions concerning any of these 
aspects? The answer to both questions was affirmative. 
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One aspect of the r elationship Where theoretioal 
stetements appeared to be clear was that of the mother's 
feelings and attitudes toward achievement by her asthmatic 
child . Since other theoreticol statements stressed maternal 
over-protection and control in the asthmatic child- mother 
relationship , the implication of maternal influence in this 
area was clear. In brief , t he theory predicted that the 
mother would set high goals for the child and that th& child 
would accept these goals -- eventually as his own. In other 
wordn, the asthmatic's mother had a specific influence on 
certain of his ego functions - - the reality teating or 
Judgment functions 
ability to achieve . 
in a certain sphere, that of his own 
An experiment was designed that required the d irect 
interaction of mother ond child on thi s important theoretical 
issue. In asking the mother and child to discuss and agre& 
on a goal for the child , we had, in a controlled experimental 
design , a tbeor&tically important issue, ond could gather 
direct observati onal data about the mother ond child relating 
on tills issue . Little ond Cohen, 9 using a somewblt different 
theoretical approeeb, constructed a very similar experi mental 
9sue Little ond L. Cohen, Goal setti~~ behavior of 
asthmatic children and of their mothers for them, J . Pers . , 
1951, ll· - -
design . r.i"hout their work, the present atep would probably 
not have been taken . Beyond having the mothers si~ply in the 
room and independentlJ eatim~ting the child's gool , as Little 
and Cohen did, the present study set the explicit experimental 
task of repeatedly struggling over and resolving the problem 
of what the child could achieve . ~he findings of both studies 
help clarity some of the theoreticr.l issues noted above . 
The findings of the present study supported the 
hypothesis that asthmatic children and their rr-othera relate 
in a characteristic way with respect to at least one aspect 
of their relationship -- the child's goal setting . One of 
the two major findings i ndioeted that this aspect of the 
relationship is consistent . That finding was the greater 
homogeneity of changes in level of osp1rotion in the asthmatic 
group. Asthmatic child-mother pairs behave significantly 
more l i ke one another than do the nonaot~~atio child-mother 
pairs . We concluded thet goal setting is on area of func-
tioning that is handled more consistently among asthcat1o 
children end thefr ,.,others than emong the general population 
of nonaothcatic children and their ~others . A regular, con-
sistent pheno~enon is operat i ng . 
The nature ot this phenomenon wes mede exrl1e1t by 
the other major finding . Thet finding wes that while the 
mothers of the nonasthmatic children heve no consistent 
effect on their eh1ldren's levels of aspiration, the mothers 
or the asthmatic children do have e consistent effect on 
their children. When these mothers are preaent and partici-
pating, the child's level or aspiration rises . ~e concluded 
that t~e ast~atic child is dependent upon tho ~othor for 
help with a spacific kind or reality testing -- the assess -
ment or hia ability to achieve -- and tho mother influences 
this assessment consistently in an upward direction . 
HowoverJ while there is consistency in the results 
of the asthgatic child and his mother interacting around 
goal setting, the theory allowed two dintinguishable inter-
pretations of this interaction . One ascribed the rise in 
lovol of aspiration to the impact of the mother ' s high 
aspi rat ions tor her child. The second ascribed it to the 
support afforded to the child by the proaence of the mother . 
The statistical data did not permit a definitive choice 
between these two alternati ves, but behavioral observations 
gave some clues. Although 1n some eases there was an open 
struggle ovar how high t he goal should be sot, more fre-
quently it was the mother who set the goal, v1ith the child 
passively agreeing . Usually t here was a good deal of warmth 
and understanding apparent between mother and child. This 
kind of behavior was more consistent wit~ the interpretation 
that the mothor i mposes her osseso~ent of ochieve~ent reelity 
and the child accepts this without ehellenging with his own 
assessment . 
There are several theoretical points that theoe 
observations help to corroborate . The children's aceeptence 
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of higher verbal goal• in the absence or higher perto~nee 
aupports French'• concluaion that, tor the aathmatic, ~ain­
t•ining protective contact with the mother through verbal 
means is of great importance . The aboenoo of struggle 
against the ~othor'a high standards auggoata that tho anger 
against the mother' controlling wa71 il repreooed . :t 
Bight be turned inward, aa ~iller and Baruch have written. 
P1nally, the reeult or these psychic maneuvers 1a an apparent 
excessive cloaen••• between ~other and child. They often act 
as one in the dec1aion ot what the chila c~n achieve . This 
relationship might truly bo called eymbiotio, aa were tho 
relationship• Jeaoner and Coolidge observed between asthmatic 
childre~ and their mothero; the relationabip which we 
observed was certainly 1 very close one. 
A comporioon of the present stud7 With that done bJ 
Little and Cohen makes the issue even clearer . Little and 
Cohen found , when both mother and asthmatic child were 
present but indepondontlr setting goals for the child, that 
both mother •~ child nad signiflctntlJ higher levels or 
aapiration than did control mothers and children. The 
present stud7 found that aatb:atic children, when alone, 
ter.d to have lower levela of aspiration than nonaathmatics, 
and that the preabnce an~ po~t1c1pation of th~ mother raises 
the asthmatic's lovela to those of the nonoothmatics . These 
findings emphasi•e that the asthmatic child'a aoh1ovoment is 
a !unction of tne mother's setting the otonjarda bighe~ than 
tho child does . The resultant ot rorcea !'rom mother and child 
around his level o~ goal setting is equal to the level to 
which the nonasthmatic child aspires with or without hio 
~other•s influence . One would speculate, still following 
the saMe theoretical lines as above, thet neithor party has 
really satisfied his own needs with this result . 
one final feature of the findings of the present 
study, therefor , is the sharp outlining ot the 31tu~t1on of 
the asthmatic child . In thi~ ralntionship with his mother, 
the typical latency age asthmat i c child is almost completely 
unable to aspire unless his mother is presont to tell him 
how and ho" much . One can speculate that on passing through 
latency, the asthmat ic completes the process ot intarnalizing 
the mother ' s standards and integrati ng them into tho rest of 
his reality-testing func tioni ng . Thereafter, his mother ' s 
needs for his having high goals a l ong with his own raluctonce 
to aspire , become relatively permanent aspecta of h13 per· 
sonality . This also i mplies that the mother'• influence bas 
tremendous 1Qport•nce i n the asthmotic's development or self-
esteem, or in his devolopment of any kind of confident aolf-
iltlage . 
The reee~reh process does not properly end at this 
point . In resp9Ct to clarifying further the nature of tho 
asthmatic child-mother relati onship, as well as its spocif1-
c1ty to esthma, there are several questions thet now should 
be posed . 
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The first is whether there are other aspects which 
form n consistent part of that relationship . For example, 
one could ask how w1dospree.d the mother 's effect is on the 
child . Are there other ego fUnctions that she influences 
in a characteristic way? Other kinds of stimuli , perhaps 
projective material, might be used within the same general 
experi~ental design to determine the consistency of the 
mother's influence in other life areas . The theory suggests 
separation and indopendonce as areas of importance in asthma . 
Another important question that should be asked is 
whether , Within a given family, the asthmatic child is the 
only child that has such a relationship ~itn his mother . An 
experimental design •ith the siblings of asthmatic children 
as controls would be the direct method of determining this . 
Finally, the question of whether the dependent-
overprotective relationship (or any aspect of it) is neces-
sarily specific to tho disea9e or asthma must be raised . 
Tho prosant study was not designed to answer this Question, 
but to provide a first step on the wey to an answer . It 
was proposed that some aspects of the relat1on•h1p might be 
spoeific to asthma . It was then demonstrated that a certain 
kind of behavior could differentiate asthmatic child- mother 
pairs from a general populst1on of nonasthmat1c pairs . The 
logical next step is to determine whether an asthmatic group 
will differ in the same consistent way fro~ groups or children 
with other psychosomatic illnesses . S9eclficity theor7 states 
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that there are consiatent di~feroncea in the mother -child 
relationships in d.ifferent psychosomatic disorders . Compari-
son of di fferent psychosomat i c mother-child pairs on this 
aspect of their relationshi p would be o possible partiel 
test of that theory . 
CHAPTllR VII 
SOlO!ARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
This stu~y examined the intluoneo of the ~other on 
the goal setting beha'lior ot asthmatic children of latency 
age . Tne goal setting behavior was studied through a level 
ot aspirati on procedure. ~others of asthmatic chi ldren were 
said to be over-controlling ot their children, and over-
ambitious tor th~ . This study examined directly the ttothor-
child interaction in the setting of goals during the tasks . 
our hypotheses wore (l) that asthmatic child-mother poirs 
behave more li~e one another with respect to goal setti ng 
than do nonasthmat1c child-mother pairs, and (2) that asthmatic 
oh1ldran's levels ot soal setting rise when the mother is 
present and participating in the goal setting . 
Tho study was developed 1n the folloWing way. From 
the writings ot French and Alexonder, Killer and Baruch, 
Treuting end Ripley, Jessner, at !1· · Coolidge, and others , 
a theoretical formulation of the characteristic relation-
ship said to exist between the asthmatic child and his 
mother was constructed . 
According to these reports , the mother ia uncon-
sciously rejecting of her child, while being consciously 
overprotective and controlling. ~ne treats him unconsciously 
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as a sexual object, and is unconsciously seductive towa~s 
him. To keep her own sexunl impulses out of conso1ou9nens , 
she projects them onto the child, and punishes him for thorn 
by Withdrawi ng her love and protection. In order to regain 
them, he is required to act aa a narcissist i c extension of 
the mother, to be relatively asexual end achieving . 
The ehild has his normal need to be nurtured greatly 
increased by the mother ' s imposed truatrations . 3e becomes 
angry st her, but is unable to express thi• for fear of 
losing the gratification that he doe• get fro~ he~ . He 
develops , i nstead, a hostile dependent relation•h1p with 
the mother and conforms, aa woll as he can, to her conscious 
wishes . This fulfi lls one object of the conflict : it gains 
a ki nd of indopondance , yet keops a minimuo of mother ' s pro-
tection. An attack of asthma is theoretically understood as 
a breakdovrn of this •elution, and an attempt at ful::'1ll1ng 
the other object of the conflict, oymbiosio with the mother, 
by crying out for her . 
In developing testable consequences of thi9 theory , 
we besan by assuming that one part of the process of dependence 
and conformity ot the child waa the nocesaity of his allowins 
the mother to interpret reality for h1rn, to shape his behavior 
to a greater extent thon would bo so in a no~al mother-child 
rolat1onohip . 
Furthermore, the theory implied that a cruc i al part 
ot reali ty, for tho mother, was the child's abi lity to achieve . 
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This she perceived in a apoc:!.fic way: she wished him to 
be a high achiever, consequently she perceived his ability 
as higher than it actually was . She communicated this judg-
ment of reality to the child; he attempted to conform by 
setting hi s goals correopond1ngly high. 
This was a testable consequence of the theory . One 
other premise was necessary before formulating hypotheses 
which could be experimentally tested . That premise was that 
a child's relationship to reality was still developing during 
latency. By using children of latency age we would be able 
to observe the relationship process about Which we hypothesized 
1n active operation -- boforG maternal standards had been 
completely introjected by the children and made their ovm. 
Two hypotheses wore then formulated: (l) asthoatio 
child-mother pairs behave ~ore like one another with respect 
to goal sett i ng than do nonaotbmatic child-mother pairs, and, 
(2) asthmatic children's levels of goal setting rise when the 
mother is present and partic:!.pating 1n the goal setting . 
As the experimental group, we had 20 asthmatic 
children between the eges of 5 and 10 who were currently 
being treated at an outpatient allergy clinic, and the 
mothers of these children. As the control group we had 
20 children who were also physically ill with a variety 
of illnesaea, and the 1:1others of these children . The two 
groups were not significantly different as regards age, race, 
sex, estimated intelligence and socio-economic background . 
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There was already a technique that was adapted to 
the study of goal sett i ng behavior: the level of aspiration 
technique . The particular 1nutrument we chose waa the Rotter 
Aspiration Board. This had aeamad an interesting task both 
for children and adults, it showed little learning otter a 
short initiol practice period, appeared to be free of atti -
tudes and standards resulting from previous contQct , allowed 
for a large number of trials and provided adequate quantita -
tive results in a relatively short pe~iod of time. 
Each child was seen individually by the experimenter , 
and administered a series of five practice trials and eleven 
experimental trials with t he Rotter Aspirat ion Board . After 
completion of the eleven experimental triols, the child's 
mother was asked to come in . The task was explained to her, 
tho i~structions repeated, and she was told that we were 
also interested in how a child worked with another peroon 
on the task . For each of 11 trials, the mother and ohild 
were asked to agree on a guess as to what the child would 
score on the suooeedin0 trial . 
Por each child under each condition, there were ten 
discrepancy seoros, which were the d ifferences between each 
performance on a 0i ven trial and the estimate of what the 
next performance vtould be . 'l'he mean ot these ten discrepancy 
3cores was operationally the level of aspiration measure . 
There were three predictions: (1) the presence and 
participation of the asthmatic children's mothers will have 
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erfects on the level of aspiration more similar to one 
another than the effects of the mothers of nonasthmatic 
children; (2) asthmatic children's levels of aaplration 
will be higher when their mothers are present and partici-
pating in the goal setting than when the children perform 
the task alone; (3) the dif~eronce in level of aspiration 
of the ast~~atic children from the olone situation to the 
situation Where their mothers are preoent and participating 
in the goal setting Will be greater in a positive direction 
than the corresponding difference for the nonasthmatic children . 
The throe predictions woro confirmed, and both hypo-
theses thereby supported . These results justified the con-
clusions that (l) goal setti~g is an area of functioning 
that is ~~ndled mora consistently among asthmatic children 
and their mothers than a~ong the general population of non -
asthmatic children and their mothers , and (2) the asthmatic 
child is dependent upon the mother for help with a opecifie 
kind of reality testing -- the assoosment of his ability to 
achieve -- and the mother influencoa this assessment con-
sistently in an upward direction . Finally, some additional 
avenues of research wore suggested to further clarify the 
nature of the asthmatic child-mother relationship. Approaches 
to tho question of the specificity of this relationship to 
ast~a were also suggested . 
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ASST!UCT 
This study woe a partial toot of tho hypothesis 
that t!le!'C iS '« IPOCifiC kind Of relatiOt>lhi) between 
oothmat1c children and their mothers . The oen r•l postu-
late was the t the rother.s o! asthmatic cl.ildr•·n are over-
controlli ng of tbeae et1ldren and over-amb1t1oua tor th~, 
and that these children are overly dependent and conforming, 
particularl y in the ares of achievement . Thoro woro t wo 
hypotheses : (l) aothcat1c child-mother peirs beheve more 
like one another with respect to goal setting than ncn-
uthloatie ch1ld-mothor ;airs, and, (2) tho utll:atic chlld '• 
lo•el of goal ootting rise• when tho mother 1s >resent acd 
port1c1pat1r~ in tho goal sett1ne . 
These hyrothooea were tested by means or a modified 
level of aspiration procedure. Twenty ast~~atio children 
of latency ago end twenty control• wore od£iniatered the 
Retter napiration Boa~ task , one aeries ot trials whee 
tte1 were each alone With the experimenter, one series when 
the enild's mother woo preoent and porticipot1r.& in the goal 
aett1cg act1v1t1 . 
The re•ulta turported both hypotheaoe and justified 
tho conclus1ona that (l) goal setting 11 an aroa o~ functi oning 
that is l:andled r.o1•e consistently the aome woy among asthmatic 
Sl 
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children and their mothers than among the general population 
of nonastbrnatic children and their mothers, and (2) the 
asthmatic child is dependent upon the mother for help with 
a specific kind of reality testing -- the assessment of his 
abili ty to achieve -- and tho mother influences this assess -
ment consistently in an upward direction . Finally, sane 
additional avenueo of research were suggested to clarify 
further the nature of the asthmatic child-mother relation-
ship. Approaches to the question of specificity of this 





ESTI.BLISHED DIAGNOS~S OF THE CPE.'Ula!J\'!1.:. 0?.0.1' 
Sl Asth!ta, pollen and perennial; asthmatic brooch! t.b. 
S2 AstrJU. pollen; rec·Jrrent UpJ:er rosp1ratory disorder of 
allergic origin. 
53 AGthln.a, pollen and perennial; polli;1oeis, tree, gr.,ss an:i •eed.; 
perennial allergic r:ninitis; NCJ.ri"ent uppe:- respiratory 
disorder of allergic or~gin. 
SL Astbmi;, perennial. 
S5 Astiwla, polltn; pollinosie. gra..:.;s . 
56 Astt.aa., ;Jert~nnial. 
S7 !stlllla, pollen and. i-'erennial; pollin;)sis, tree. c;:rass, i.!'l:i Teed; 
! ood olhrgy. 
S8 A ~tbma, pollen ani rerennial. 
S9 Asthma. pollen a.nd perennial; polliooab, tree, gra::;:., and weEd: 
perenr~al allorgie rhinitis. 
SlO A:;tb.ma .• pollen ani perennial; pollinosit . tree, erus, W'ltl weed; 
perennial allergic rl"J.nit1s_: reeurr~nt upper rospiratory 
disord.cr of allergic origin. 
Sll l.sthma, pollen. 
Sl2 Aat~, pollen and perenrJAl. 
SlJ .l.sthlta, poll <.n and 1er<nnial. 
SlL. A~t.b.u., pollen and. perGnnial; pollinosi~, trL:E_, £,ra$t and weed. 
Sl$ Asthma, pe~nnial. 
516 Asthma. perennial and pollen. 
Sl7 Asthma. per<nnial. 
Sl8 Ast!ala., pollen and ~·er~nnial; polllnods, trco. ~rase. &DCl 'II'$K. 
519 Asthma, pollen and ptr•nnial' allergic crush. 
S2J Ast.h:rla. perennial: perenni~l a.ller .tic rhinitis; allergic co.;.gh. 
Sl Cenl t~rillary i ntection. 
S2 beginning Upper respirator,y infection. 
53 Upper rf:£>?il"ator-y infection; upper extrellity hea:.a.ngicc.a. 
sL Contact dermatitis. 
S$ Pharyneitio. 
S6 Acute bronchitis; nypertraphied tonsilt and adenoid~. 
S7 Pectoral lymphade~opatby. 
$8 Torticolli5 . 
59 Deferred diagnoses: I ? epilepsy, t.u.mor; II 1 chronic tonsil 
and aden~id dieea~e. 
SlO 1/eohritio. 
Sll Sproin or right root. 
Sl2 l~o discasa; schC>Ol req.Jested a heart. chEck. 
Sl3 Tonsi~itis . 
SlU Uppur resp~ratory infection. 
Zl$ Upper Nopiratory infection (subsided) . 
Sl6 Chronic 1nfect1oos rt'.1r.i:tis. 
Sl7 Dental carioe . 
Sl8 Ton:~Ulltis. 
Sl9 Refractive error . 
S2:J Er:uresis i1urna and nocturna.. 
ss 
APPE!>DIX II 
CHI.RACTI!.RISTI~S OF THE EXPERliiE!F.AL vROUP 
?cuo.. )lo•.s Fa•s Fa ' $ Est. 
Age Sex P.ace Pos . E:l. Jid, OcC'.lp . •,toe. ao r .. 
Sl ) . 2 II • l /1 16 10* f . C. Clerk ll 9 1.>:> 52 ) . y ll w 3/b 12 10 Chlouffeur 9 9 9) 
53 5.9 F VI 2/C. 9 11 Tel. L.i.neJr.a.D s 7 7l 
Sb 6. 6 II IV bib 10 9 lsseac. Wkr 9 10 96 
s~ 6. 7 u .. 2/4 12 12 lios;> . ?rder~ 1J ll lJb 
S6 6.e II 'K l/2 9 9 Tru.:::k Driver 9 y 9) 
57 7.2 u R 1/2 1~ 10* Shippir.g CUe , 9 78 
ss 7.4 1' ~ 1/t 11 9 Calpenter 6 7 75 
S9 7.$ II N b/7 12 s Elec . Cart :l;>r 3 lD 93 
SlJ 7.6 II 'K 6/11 8 8 Iron "Worker 9 13 107 
Sll 7.6 ll 'If 3/3 9 12 Tel. linoman 12 8 1JO 
Sl2 7. 9 II w 2/2 14 16 Accwntant 11 12 lll 
Sl3 8.1 F w l/1 8 1* ~r'llf¥ Opl ll 6 69 
Sl4 8. u II 'If 8/9 8 l3 Jtn&inccr 10 8 93 
S1S 8. ) II w 3/ L 12 12 WarebQ...tema.n 9 ll 100 
Sl6 8.7 M w 1./L 12 10 Asphalt :uer 6 8 ss 
Sl7 8.9 F 'If 3/3 7 _ .. 6 7 75 
Sl8 9· 6 ll ),( 2/3 1J 12 UU1 Labori;l" 13 11 us 
519 10. J lL N 2/3 12 lL Lab. Worker 1) 11 115 
520 10.1 I( N 1/l 9 
-** 8 9 89 
* Puents eeparated . 
...,. U.other un::Darried. 
Age Sex 
Sl 5.J ~ 
S2 5. 2 u 
SJ 5-3 il 
SL 5.9 u 
ss 5-9 ll 
S6 6.7 
" S7 7. 2 II 
sa 7. 4 l! 
s~ 8.0 II 
Slo 6. 2 F 
Sll 6. J II 
Sl2 8.3 u 
Sl3 8. 4 II 
Sl4 8.6 II 
S15 8.8 1.! 
Sl6 9-0 II 
Sl7 9-3 }.! 
Sl8 9-!. II 
Sl9 9oS II 
S20 9.7 F 
APP~DIX II 
C~lUCTERISTlCS 0~ THE CONriWL GROOP 
Ft.n:. l!o ' s Fa' a Fa'~ 
Race Poe . Ed . Ed . Occup . 
If 3/3 10 12 7Nek Dri ... er 
11 3/3 12 12 Chef 
N 5/6 10 lJ us~•, Ret. CPO 
!I 2/3 lO 13 Police Offic.er 
11 2/2 10 10 Sch. Jan1 tor 
If 1/3 13 11 Laund..7 :Wgr 
11" 2/3 8 8 ~"rane ~r 
1r 9/9 10 14 Leather Cttr 
11 2/2 9 10 a.intenan:u 
IF 2/3 10 10 TNck Driver 
N 2/4 6 8• Police Officer 
~ 5/8 10 11 Truck ilri var 
~I 2/2 9 10 Arar Sgt 
N 3/4 12 12• Cook 
~ 1/5 12 11 Truck Driver 
w 1/2 6 8 Tree Surgeon-
N 1/3 10 13** USN Stew' d Ut. 
1f 2/3 1 12 US:I. Ret. Chlll 
\'1 3/3 11 12 Uac:hinist 
w 2/3 10 10** Bricl<l.ayer 
• Parents ISI'p&rat.e<!. 
** Pe.rent: divorced. 
Est. 
Voc . !ID r>~ 
6 9 15 
16 12 129 , 
" 
a ij$ 
1 s 11 
1J 9 96 
6 6 7d 




9 9 93 
7 13 100 
6 8 78 
11 7 93 
lJ 11 104 
12 10 107 
6 10 S5 
6 6 71 
10 12 107 
13 11 us 
lJ s 82 
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I woo born on ~anuar~ 22, 19~3, tho third ot tive 
cbildr~n to Qocrge and Joaephine Yorrlo . I attended Boston 
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Booton in 1949. I r&eetved my Bacholor or Arts do~roe 
cum laude trOll Harvard Unive>•sity in 195~, and roy llaater 
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of Arto ln Pl)oot.oloGJ frou; Beaton Vni voralty 1n l95S . In 
June ot 1956, I married Particle Jo!. Y.l1l1omo ot Law:oence, 
J.1aaueohu•etta. fie )".ave one deu,ghter, Annft Pat1•Jete, bo:-n 
in Pobrua~, 1958. At present I ~ a ototr roycbo1og1st 
at the Douglu A. Them Clinic tor Ch1ll.lrun tn Do•ton . 
